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Abstract
Iterated deferred correction is a very popular approach to the numerical solution of general 0rst-order
systems of nonlinear two-point boundary value problems. Typically the order of accuracy of the solution is
increased by 2 each time that a deferred correction is applied and this allows inexpensive local error estimates
to be computed using embedding. Recent research has shown how deferred correction schemes having the very
desirable property of superconvergence can be derived. This marks a signi0cant step forward in the design
of deferred correction algorithms although the price to be paid for superconvergence is that it is di4cult to
derive realistic embedded local error estimates. In the present paper we show that Richardson extrapolation is
a viable alternative for error estimation and we consider in some detail the relative merits of embedding and
extrapolation. Guided by this analysis we are able to derive for the 0rst time a Lobatto deferred correction
code which is very e4cient for the solution of sti7 problems, particularly in cases where the MIRK code
TWPBVP.f is unstable. Furthermore we are able to derive e4cient interpolants for this Lobatto code which are
also applicable to MIRK formulae and we consider the problem of estimating the error in these interpolants.
This completely solves the interpolation problem for our deferred correction codes apart perhaps for deriving
interpolants for extremely sti7 problems. This new Lobatto code is available on the web page of one of the
present authors and 0lls a large gap in currently available deferred correction software.
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1. Introduction
Iterated deferred correction is a very popular approach to the numerical solution of general 0rst
order systems of nonlinear two-point boundary value problems [1,3–7,10]. The basic idea was 0rst
proposed by Fox [8] and subsequently several di7erent forms of deferred correction have been
proposed and analysed. A particularly powerful framework was developed by Lindberg [11] and in
what follows we give a brief description of his approach. Consider the 0rst-order system of nonlinear
two-point boundary value problems
dy
dx
= f(x; y); a6 x6 b; g(y(a); y(b)) = 0: (1.1)
Let 	p be an implicit Runge–Kutta formula of order p that is used to discretize (1.1). This dis-
cretization gives rise to a system of nonlinear algebraic equations
	p() = 0: (1.2)
Assuming that 	p+r is a Runge–Kutta formula of order p+ r, the basic deferred correction approach
proposed by Lindberg is the following:
	p() = 0; (1.3)
	p( K) =−	p+r(): (1.4)
The deferred correction term −	p+r() appearing in (1.4) simply provides an estimate of the local
truncation error of the lower order formula 	p. This basic idea can be extended to allow more
deferred correction iterations; in particular the basic algorithm in the widely used code TWPBVP.f,
which is available from the web page of one of the present authors [7], is
	4() = 0;
	4( K) =−	6();
	4( KK) =−	6()− 	8( K); (1.5)
where the Runge–Kutta formulae 	4; 	6 and 	8 are MIRK formulae of order 4, 6 and 8, respectively.
The numerous computational advantages associated with this approach, as opposed to using 	8()=0
to solve (1.1), are well known. One of the most important of these is that (in contrast to what
happens when Richardson extrapolation is used) the solutions ; K and KK are all computed on the
same grid and this generally leads to a large saving in the cost of the linear algebra. Another
important computational advantage associated with (1.5) is that a local error estimate
E = KK− K; (1.6)
which estimates the error in the lower order solution K, is immediately available at no extra cost. If
this error estimate is less than a user supplied tolerance then it is the asymptotically more accurate
solution KK which is accepted. If the error criterion is not satis0ed then the mesh is re0ned appropri-
ately and the deferred correction scheme (1.5) is applied on the new mesh. The error estimate (1.6)
is very useful because it is essentially free and it forms the basis of error estimation in all deferred
correction codes currently available. However this error estimate is in the lower order solution K
whereas ideally we would like to be able to estimate the error in the higher order solution KK. If
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we could estimate the error in KK then we would avoid the somewhat suspect procedure of local
extrapolation where we compute the error in K but accept KK if this error is su4ciently small. Fur-
thermore, because of the way in which we compute the error, the solution KK is likely to be much
more accurate than the user imposed tolerance and this in turn will mean that more storage space
than absolutely necessary will often be used.
An important question that needs to be addressed concerns the order of accuracy of the solutions
K and KK. In particular we would like to know the criteria under which K and KK are of order 6 and
8 respectively. This problem was solved by Skeel [12] who proved an important theorem regarding
the order of accuracy of deferred correction schemes. Although this theorem is well known we will
reproduce it here since it is particularly relevant to our analysis. In fact Skeel’s theorem is applicable
to the more general deferred correction scheme
	() = 0; (1.7)
	( K) =  (): (1.8)
Here the operator 	 can be regarded as the basic discretization scheme with  () being the local
error estimate. In what follows we will assume that the solutions  and K are computed on a grid
: a= x1 ¡x2 ¡ · · ·¡xN+1 = b: (1.9)
We denote by Ny the restriction of the continuous solution y(x) to the 0nite grid . We now have
the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let 	 be a stable numerical method and assume that the following conditions hold
for the deferred correction scheme (1.7), (1.8):
(i) ‖−Ny‖=O(hp)
(ii) ‖ (Ny)− 	(Ny)‖=O(hr+p)
(iii)  (Nw) = O(hr)
for arbitrary functions w having at least r continuous derivatives. Here ‖:‖ is a suitable :nite norm
de:ned in [12]. If 	( K) =  () then
‖ K−Ny‖=O(hr+p):
When deriving a deferred correction scheme based on the Lindberg approach (1.3) and (1.4)
(and TWPBVP.f is such a scheme) conditions (i) and (ii) of Skeel’s theorem are automatically
satis0ed. This is because, in this particular case, 	 = 	p is a Runge–Kutta method of order p and
 = −	p+r + 	p. Thus the di4culty in satisfying the conditions of Skeel’s theorem comes from
condition (iii) and this condition is problematic essentially because of its dependence on an arbitrary
function Nw. Indeed it has been the failure to be able to satisfy (iii) for r ¿ 2 which has been the
barrier to the derivation of superconvergent schemes. For general implicit Runge–Kutta formulae it
can be shown that r=1 and so the deferred correction scheme (1.7) and (1.8) only gives an increase
of one order of accuracy. Subsequently a su4cient condition which allows r=2 was formulated and
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this is described in [1]. Basically this su4cient condition requires the Runge–Kutta formula de0ning
 to be symmetric and this involves rewriting the underlying Runge–Kutta formulae in the form










(aij − bj=2)kj): (1.10)
Which we note in particular is symmetric in the y values. For initial value problems the conventional
way of writing Runge–Kutta formulae is equivalent to (1.10) but for deferred correction applied to
boundary value problems they are quite di7erent. The MIRK Runge–Kutta formulae used in the
code TWPBVP.f automatically satisfy this stability criterion. However the drawback with the code
TWPBVP.f is that it is designed for nonsti7 and mildly sti7 problems and does not have the stability
to deal with sti7 two point boundary value problems in an e4cient way using deferred correction.
An experimental deferred correction scheme which is much more stable than TWPBVP.f and is
based on Lobatto Runge–Kutta formulae was discussed in [13]. This scheme is also of the form
(1.7) and (1.8) and trades enhanced stability for increased computational e7ort. In particular, in the
case of Lobatto formulae, the deferred correction scheme is no longer explicit. One of the main aims
of the present paper is to develop a framework which will allow a superconvergent Lobatto code to
be derived which is competitive with TWPBVP.f especially on sti7 problems. We also consider the
problem of providing quality interpolants for our Lobatto formulae. This will 0ll a gap in deferred
correction codes that are currently available and allow us for the 0rst time to solve sti7 problems
in an e4cient way.
In deriving deferred correction schemes, the question naturally arises as to whether it is possible
to obtain more than two orders of accuracy increase per iteration of the deferred corrections. For
example, we could consider the question: under which circumstances would the iteration scheme
	4() = 0; (1.11)
	4( K) =−	8() (1.12)
give a solution K which has an accuracy O(h8)? It is clear that for scheme (1.11) and (1.12) the
conditions (i) and (ii) of Skeel’s theorem are satis0ed with p = r = 4. The key to answering our
question therefore is to determine when condition (iii) of Skeel’s theorem will be satis0ed for r=4.
This long standing problem has recently been solved by Van Daele and Cash [14] who show how
the eighth order implicit Runge–Kutta formula should be modi0ed to allow this rapid convergence.
Although the proof of the Van Daele/Cash theorem is rather technical, depending as it does on
B-series, the 0nal su4cient condition for the existence of superconvergence for (1.7) and (1.8) is
surprisingly simple. In e7ect the condition says that 	8 should be written as
yn+1 − yn − h
s∑
i=1
bif(xn + cih; Yi) = 0 (1.13)
− Yi + (1− vi)yn + viyn+1 + h
s∑
j=1
xijf(xn + cjh; Yj) = 0; i = 1; : : : ; s (1.14)
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with vi = ci. The conventional way of writing MIRK formulae is di7erent from the usual Butcher
notation. However, it is clear that an s-stage implicit Runge–Kutta method de0ned by (1.13) and
(1.14) is completely determined by the tableau (b; X; c; v), denoted as
c1 v1 x11 x12 : : : x1s







cs vs xs1 xs2 : : : xss
b1 b2 : : : bs
: (1.15)
If we compare this representation with that of a general Runge–Kutta method in terms of its Butcher
Tableau (c; A; b) [2], it is easy to verify that the relationship A = X + v:bT holds. By imposing
the restriction that X (or X after a rearrangement of its rows and columns) is a strictly lower
triangular matrix one obtains mono-implicit Runge–Kutta (MIRK) methods. This shows immediately
the equivalence between using (1.13) and (1.14) and the standard method of representing Runge–
Kutta formulae.
We note that this result of Van Daele and Cash is a very general one which is applicable to any
class of Runge–Kutta methods and not just to MIRK methods. Although this superconvergence is
very desirable in theory, it does come with a cost in that some of the computational advantages
present in the more slowly convergent schemes of form (1.5) are lost. Of particular concern is the
fact that the embedded local error estimate is lost with superconvergence since there is no longer a
sixth order solution available. If we consider the deferred correction scheme (1.11) and (1.12) it is
clear that the only embedded error estimate that is immediately available is
‖ K− ‖: (1.16)
However this error estimate is in the fourth order solution  whereas it is the eighth order solution
K that we wish to accept. Not surprisingly, schemes based on this error estimate have not been
found to work well in practice and so we abandon (1.16) as a practical error estimate. Indeed it is
not at all clear how we can obtain an embedded solution which will provide a cheap and reliable
error estimate for superconvergent schemes. In view of this, it seems to be natural to abandon the
idea of obtaining error estimates by embedding and instead to consider carefully what Richardson
extrapolation has to o7er in a boundary value context. The key idea now is that we will mix deferred
correction and Richardson extrapolation in the sense that we will improve the order of accuracy of
the solution by deferred correction and estimate the local error using extrapolation. As we will see,
this hybrid approach has some important computational advantages over embedding. These include
(i) The computational costs of using scheme (1.3) and (1.4) with an embedded error estimate and
scheme (1.11) and (1.12) with an extrapolated error estimate are comparable.
(ii) A major computational advantage is that, when using Richardson extrapolation with (1.7) and
(1.8) we can estimate the local error in the higher order solution K rather than in . This is a
very attractive proposition which has not been possible with other deferred correction schemes
which have previously been proposed.
(iii) For an important class of boundary value problems there is a free interpolant available and this
in turn provides us with a continuous solution.
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However a disadvantage of Richardson extrapolation is the need to compute the solution on a halved
mesh, i.e. a mesh with approximately double the number of mesh points, and so it is only by careful
numerical experiment that we are able to guage the merits of these approaches. Before discussing
the computational aspects associated with (1.11) and (1.12) more fully we 0rst consider the two
basic deferred correction schemes that we wish to consider in this paper namely MIRK formulae and
Lobatto formulae and this we do in the next section. However we 0nish this section by summarising
the main aims of the present paper. These include
(1) To compare the performance of Lobatto deferred correction with embedding and Richardson
extrapolation and to provide for the 0rst time an e4cient deferred correction code for sti7
boundary value problems.
(2) To provide an accurate interpolant suitable for the special second-order equation y′′=f(x; y; y′)
and to provide an error estimate for this interpolant.
(3) To provide an interpolant with error estimate for the 0rst order system y′ = f(x; y).
As we will see, task (2) is considerably easier than task (3) and this justi0es us considering the
important special case of second-order systems when considering the interpolant.
2. Stability aspects of deferred correction
The main reason for using MIRK formulae in the code TWPBVP.f is because in this case the
deferred corrections are explicit and therefore relatively cheap. However it has been observed many
times in practice that as TWPBVP.f is applied to increasingly sti7 systems, instability sets in. This
instability is of course as a direct result of the explicitness in the algorithm when the deferred
corrections are computed. The situation concerning available deferred correction software at present
is that there is available the code TWPBVP.f for nonsti7 and mildly sti7 problems. There are also
available two codes ACDC.f and COLSTAB.f which are applicable to very sti7 problems using
continuation. Although these codes can solve extremely sti7 problems which would defeat most
other codes they are computationally expensive. All of these codes are available from NETLIB or
from the web page of one of the present authors [7].
At present there is no deferred correction code available for the solution of sti7 problems without
the use of continuation and one of the aims of this paper is to 0ll this gap by providing such a
code. The key to providing this code is to determine formulae with the required stability to handle
singular perturbation problems. The stability of several important classes of Runge–Kutta formulae
has been analysed by Silva [13]. Her analysis started with the requirement that a numerical method
proposed for integrating a sti7 two-point boundary value problem should have the property that,
when applied to the scalar test equation
y′ =  y;  ∈C; x06 x6 xN+1; (2.1)
it gives bounded solutions with
Re( )6 0 with y0 given; (2.2)
Re( )¿ 0 with yN+1 given: (2.3)
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This property rePects the fact that when dealing with transient solutions we should have the boundary
conditions imposed at an initial point and when dealing with rapidly increasing solutions the boundary
condition should be imposed at the far point. This property can be achieved by symmetric Runge–
Kutta schemes since they are invariant to the direction of integration. In her thesis, Silva analysed
the cost and e4ciency of schemes based on Lobatto, Gauss and MIRK schemes and arrived at the
following conclusions:
(i) For MIRK schemes, and in particular for the code TWPBVP.f, the computational e7ort is
generally the least for all three classes of formulae. However when applied to the scalar test
equation (2.1) we have
n+1
0
∼ q4; as q→∞; (2.4)
and this clearly demonstrates the instability of MIRK formulae for sti7 systems. Here n+1
denotes the (n+ 1)th component of the vector  and q= h .
(ii) Gauss schemes were the most expensive of the deferred correction schemes. However they have
the excellent stability properties that
lim
q→∞ n+1 = 0 (2.5)
and so n+1 is a bounded function of q.
(iii) Lobatto schemes were less expensive than Gauss formulae and have exactly the same asymp-
totic stability property; namely (2.5). Furthermore the numerical results given by Silva showed
exactly the expected behaviour in that for nonsti7 and mildly sti7 problems the code TWPBVP.f
was the most e4cient but that as the sti7ness of the problem increased TWPBVP.f became
unstable whereas the performance of the Lobatto code remained excellent.
Because of this behavior we feel it important to provide a Lobatto code for sti7 problems and we
will analyse the computational advantages of using extrapolation with this code. As we will see in
Section 4, both the superconvergent and the embedded Lobatto codes generally work very well for
sti7 problems and in particular these codes are much more e4cient than TWPBVP.f as the problem
becomes increasingly sti7.
3. Richardson extrapolation versus embedding
In this section we consider carefully the advantages of using extrapolation as opposed to embedding
as a way of computing local error estimates in deferred correction schemes. Of particular interest will
be a comparison of the relative cost and accuracy of these two techniques as well as the identi0cation
of any additional bene0ts that may occur with either approach. In what follows we will consider the
situation where we wish to compute a solution of (1.1) on a mesh (1.9). We associate with (1.9) a
halved mesh:






¡ · · ·¡xN+1 = b;
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which will allow Richardson extrapolation to be implemented. We will denote the Runge–Kutta
methods used in scheme (1.11) and (1.12) on the grid  by 	hi and that used on the grid ˆ by
	h=2i . The two deferred correction schemes de0ned respectively on the grid  and the halved grid ˆ
are
	h4(
h) = 0; (3.1)
	h4( K
h) =−	h8(h) (3.2)
on the grid , and
	h=24 (
h=2) = 0; (3.3)
	h=24 ( K
h=2) =−	h=28 (h=2) (3.4)
on the grid ˆ. If we denote the true solution of (1.1) restricted to the mesh  or ˆ by  it follows
that for su4ciently small h
− Kh = E1h8; (3.5)






for some function E1 which is independent of h. These two relations will play a crucial role in the
de0nition of our extrapolation scheme since they provide the means to estimate the local error. We
will now compare the work involved in implementing (1.11) and (1.12) with the two classes of
Runge–Kutta schemes MIRK and Lobatto.
MIRK Formulae: We consider 0rst the comparative advantages of using extrapolation and deferred
correction for MIRK formulae. When applying this class of formulae, the cost of computing deferred
corrections (which are explicit) is predominately the cost of computing function evaluations. To
compute the sixth-order correction in (1.5) we need 5 function evaluations while to compute an
eighth order correction 	8() there is a cost of 11 function evaluations. Hence for the standard
code (1.5) there is a cost of 16 function evaluations per grid point. If, instead, we compute local
error estimates using Richardson extrapolation the cost of the modi0ed formula (1.7) and (1.8) is 39
function evaluations over two grid intervals (which we can think of as being 1912 function evaluations
per mesh interval). This extra cost arises from the fact that an order 8 superconvergent MIRK formula
requires 13, rather than 11 function evaluations per step. This is of course not the whole story since,
with Richardson extrapolation, when we compute the solution on a doubled mesh we have very
good initial approximations for use with the Newton iteration scheme. The major advantage with
extrapolation is that we compute the error in the eighth order solution. The disadvantage is that
we are unable to stop at order 6 (since there is no longer an order 6 embedded solution) if the
solution is su4ciently accurate or if things are obviously going wrong. An indication of the relative
importance of these computational aspects can only really be obtained by numerical testing and we
do this in the next section.
Lobatto Formulae: This is the more interesting of the two cases since it is much more di4cult
to derive embedded local error estimates with Lobatto formulae than it is with MIRK formulae.
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We consider 0rst the work involved in implementing the conventional scheme (1.5). In order to
compute 	6() we need to implement a four stage, sixth order Lobatto formula. Since yn and yn+1
are known at the end of each subinterval we simply need to solve a set of 2 algebraic equations
in the two unknowns yn+1=2−%; yn+1=2+% in each subinterval [xn; xn+1]. Similarly in (1.5), 	8 is a
Lobatto formula of order 8 and in each mesh interval we need to solve a set of three equations for
yn+1=2−&; yn+1=2; yn+1=2+&. We note in passing that these deferred corrections are entirely local and so
there is tremendous scope for a parallel implementation. We are now in a position to compare the
relative computational costs of (1.5) and (1.7) and (1.8). Considering 0rst the Richardson extrapo-
lation approach based on (3.1)–(3.4) we see that the main work involved in computing the deferred
corrections is the solution of 1 set of 3 equations in [xn; xn+1], 1 set of 3 equations in [xn+1; xn+2]
and 1 set of 3 equations in [xn; xn+2].
The major computational advantages of this approach are
(1) When computing the solution on the doubled mesh [xn; xn+2] we already have very good approx-
imations to the required solutions as a result of computations on the re0ned grid.
(2) The error estimate is in an accepted 8th order solution rather than in an embedded sixth order
solution.
If we now examine the work required using (1.3) and (1.4) over two grids the main computational
e7ort is the solution of 2 sets of 3 equations in [xn; xn+2] and 2 sets of 2 equations in [xn; xn+2]. A
disadvantage of this approach is that the error is in a sixth order solution but a possible advantage is
that it does not need the slightly arti0cial mesh needed by Richardson extrapolation. If we consider
the solution of (1.1) where y is a vector of dimension r and the deferred corrections are computed
using a Newton iteration scheme then the work required to solve these various linear systems is 27r3
Pops for extrapolation but 703 r
3 Pops for embedding. Again we remark that this does not tell the
full story because of the very good initial approximations that are available with the extrapolation
scheme when computing the solution on a doubled mesh. Our analysis has shown that there is
not a tremendous di7erence in the work required to implement these two approaches. However to
really compare the computational e7ort required and to evaluate the other computational advantages
of the two approaches we need some numerical results and these will be discussed in the next
section.
4. Numerical results
In this section we 0rst present some numerical results to compare the performance of the standard
deferred correction approach (1.5) with that of using deferred correction with Richardson extrapola-
tion to estimate the local errors. One of the important conclusions of our testing is that, in line with
our theoretical expectations, the Lobatto codes are generally much more e4cient than the MIRK
codes on sti7 problems. However the code TWPBVP.f does perform rather better than we would
have expected. As we will show, there is not a great deal of di7erence in the performance of the
two Lobatto codes and so we have made both codes, one based on embedding and the other based
on Richardson extrapolation, widely available. This will complete our suite of deferred correction
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codes available in [7] which consists of
(1) TWPBVP.f which is based on MIRK formulae and is suitable for nonsti7 and mildly sti7
problems.
(2) Lobatr.f which is based on Lobatto formulae and uses Richardson extrapolation and Lobate.f
which is a Lobatto formula with embedding. These are both suitable for sti7 problems.
(3) ACDC.f and COLSTAB.f which both use continuation and are suitable for extremely sti7
problems. Naturally these two codes do tend to be expensive because they were designed
to be robust on very sti7 problems and can solve problems which would defeat most other
codes.
Before discussing our numerical results in detail we 0rst point out a remarkable advantage of using
extrapolation to estimate the local errors (later we will discuss how this can be extended to embedded
schemes). This is that for a large class of important problems we have a free Hermite interpolant
available. The implication of this is that our code produces a continuous solution rather than a
solution which is de0ned only on a discrete mesh. This can be very important for example in event
location, problems where output is required at many points and for use in remeshing algorithms. It
is also particularly useful for generating 0rst approximations for use in the Newton iteration scheme.
The class of problems that allows this free interpolant is
y′′ = f(x; y; y′); (4.1)
which is the standard form taken by many problems of practical interest. In what follows we will
explain how this interpolant is de0ned.
Following the standard approach of reducing (4.1) to a 0rst-order system we have
y′ = z; (4.2)
z′ = f(x; y; z): (4.3)
Once this problem has been solved using our deferred correction code with extrapolation we have
available, at each grid point, numerical approximations to y; y′ and z′ = (y′′). The important con-
sequence of this is that in each grid interval [xn; xn+2] that is made up of two equal subintervals
[xn; xn+1] and [xn+1; xn+2] we have approximations to y; y′ and y′′ available at each of three grid
points. This information allows us to compute a highly accurate interpolant without the need to com-
pute any additional data. Of course this does not help us in dealing with genuine 0rst order systems
of form (1.1) for which z′ 	= y′′ (although we will show later how this approach can be extended
to such problems) but it does completely solve the problem of providing a continuous solution for
the very important class of equations (4.1). The derivation of our interpolant is a straightforward
exercise and the 0nal polynomial is given in Appendix A. Using a standard analysis we are able to
bound the error in this approximation and this bound is also given in Appendix A. In order to make
a sharper comparison of our codes it would be very desirable to be able to provide the embedded
codes with an interpolant for the special equation (4.1). By doing this we will be comparing two
codes which not only give an order 8 solution but also provide an order 8 interpolant. The key to
allowing this possibility is to force the deferred correction code to choose a grid which is locally
uniform. By this we mean that for grid (1.9) we have
x1 − x0 = x2 − x1; xN+1 − xN = xN − xN−1
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and
xi − xi−1 = either xi−1 − xi−2 or xi+1 − xi or both for 26 i6N:
The 0rst point to realise is that we can do this e4ciently because the grid choosing algorithm in
our deferred correction codes is heavily biased towards the formation of locally uniform meshes. To
understand why this is the case we need to recall exactly how the deferred correction codes attempt
to satisfy the local error tolerances. In particular it is important to appreciate that they do not move
grid points around, as is the case with COLSYS for example, but instead they seek to re0ne the
current mesh by either adding or taking out points. In particular if the imposed error tolerance is not
satis0ed then, following rather simple but well de0ned rules, a number of equally spaced points are
added to appropriate intervals. This would suggest, as stated earlier, that the grids formed by our
deferred correction codes are heavily biased towards being locally uniform and we have observed
in practice that this is indeed the case. This point is also reinforced by the results we give later
in this section. Our deferred correction schemes start o7 all computations with an equally spaced
grid and so the only way we can lose local uniformity is when points are removed. There are at
least two obvious ways in which we could add the extra points required to make our grids locally
uniform. The 0rst is to ensure that each time a new grid is formed, based on satisfying an accuracy
requirement, the extra points needed to make it locally uniform are added. The second approach is to
add points only after a ‘0nal solution’ has been computed and accepted and then to compute a ‘new
0nal solution’ on a locally uniform mesh. The latter approach has been found to be the more e4cient
of the two and this is the strategy we adopt in our numerical experiments. Numerical experience has
shown that the extra computational e7ort required to compute this new 0nal solution is normally
insigni0cant. The reasons for this are 0rstly that only a few extra mesh points are normally required
to make the grid locally uniform and secondly because for di4cult singular perturbation problems
the relatively costly job of re0ning the grid appropriately will already have been done. This means
that when we compute the new 0nal solution we already have available a very good approximation
to the optimal mesh as well as a very good approximation to the solution. By retaining a locally
uniform mesh in this way we are able to derive an interpolant for both embedded MIRK and Lobatto
formulae which is accurate to O(h9).
The test problems that we have chosen are given in Appendix B along with a few comments
regarding the nature of their solution. Each problem has a parameter ( associated with it and the
problem becomes increasingly sti7, and so increasingly di4cult, as this parameter is reduced. We
solved each of the three problems with a tolerance, Tol, imposed on the 0rst component of the
system and a tolerance
√
Tol imposed on the second component. For each run a maximum of 1000
grid points was allowed. In Table 1 we specify the parameter ( de0ned in the di7erential equation,
the accuracy requested, the number of grid points in the 0nal mesh where in brackets we give the
number of grid points that need to be added to obtain a locally uniform mesh (where no brackets
appear this number is zero). We also give the time taken in seconds to complete the integration,
the maximum error on the 0nal grid (Mesh Err) and the maximum error in the interpolant(Max
Error). Similar headings are used for other tables apart from for Tables 7 and 8. The way in which
the maximum error in the interpolant is computed is as follows: Assume that the problem has been
solved to the required accuracy on the grid
p: a= x1 ¡x2 ¡ · · ·¡xN+1 = b: (4.4)
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Table 1
Results for Lobate.f on Problem 1
( Tol N Time Mesh err Max error
10−1 10−4 8(1) 0.18d-1 0.16d-5 0.23d-5
10−8 27 0.11d-2 0.64d-10 0.81d-10
10−2 10−4 27 0.21d-2 0.16d-5 0.23d-5
10−8 57 0.40d-2 0.93d-10 0.97d-10
10−3 10−4 42 0.31d-2 0.32d-5 0.49d-5
10−8 79 0.41d-2 0.23d-9 0.30d-9
10−4 10−4 42 0.11d-2 0.12d-4 0.25d-4
10−8 75 0.54d-2 0.85d-9 0.10d-8
10−5 10−4 57 0.41d-2 0.16d-4 0.25d-4
10−8 84 0.60d-2 0.85d-10 0.88d-10
10−6 10−4 70 0.70d-2 0.45d-5 0.77d-5
10−8 93 0.51d-2 0.85d-10 0.86d-10
10−7 10−4 111 0.11d-1 0.14d-5 0.19d-5
10−8 158 0.18d-1 0.49d-9 0.37d-7
10−8 10−4 151 0.15d-1 0.95d-6 0.11d-5
10−8 408 0.40d-1 0.10d-8 0.89d-8
10−9 10−4 444 0.81d-1 0.16d-4 0.55d-4
De0ne
pji = xi +
j
4
(xi+1 − xi); 16 i6N; 16 j6 3: (4.5)
At each point pji compute E
j
i = ‖TrueSolution− InterpolatedSolution‖. De0ne Max Err =Maxi; j Eji .
The numerical results obtained in Tables 1–6 are largely as anticipated. For reasonably large ( the
code TWPBVP.f does well and is the fastest of the three codes (since the deferred corrections are
explicit and the problems being solved are nonsti7). In fact it was quite surprising just how well
the TWPBVP.f code did perform. However as the parameter ( is decreased, and so the problem
becomes increasingly sti7, the performance of TWPBVP.f deteriorates due to its limited stability.
The performance of the two implicit codes are broadly similar to each other although the embedded
code is able to solve problems with smaller ( than for the extrapolation code because it does not
call for the formation of a doubled mesh and so does not encounter the storage limitation as quickly
as the Richardson code does. In Tables 1–6 the results are terminated when a storage limitation is
encountered in the case of Lobate.f and Lobatr.f or when totally incorrect solutions are accepted in the
case of TWPBVP.f. The results we present, together with the others that we have obtained, indicate
that the performance of both Lobatto codes is very good on sti7 problems. It is also interesting to
see how few grid points need to be added to the embedded Lobatto code in order to obtain a locally
uniform mesh. This con0rms our claim that the deferred correction codes do tend to compute almost
locally uniform meshes. Our 0nal observation is that the interpolants are generally very accurate
apart from at isolated points on some very sti7 problems.
Having obtained the results of Tables 1–6 we now consider the problem of whether we need to
provide error estimates for the interpolated solutions. Problems where we ‘miss the action’ due to the
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Table 2
Results for Lobate.f on Problem 2
( Tol N Time Mesh err Max error
10−1 10−4 8(1) 0.35d-2 0.17d-5 0.24d-5
10−8 28 0.54d-2 0.12d-9 0.14d-9
10−2 10−4 21 0.25d-2 0.99d-5 0.12d-4
10−8 42 0.83d-2 0.60d-8 0.12d-7
10−3 10−4 45 0.14d-1 0.47d-5 0.87d-5
10−8 70 0.20d-1 0.18d-10 0.18d-10
10−4 10−4 61 0.25d-1 0.30d-5 0.73d-5
10−8 87 0.32d-1 0.61d-10 0.68d-10
10−5 10−4 421 0.21d+0 0.51d-6 0.65d-6
10−8 433 0.23d+0 0.16d-9 0.19d-9
10−6 10−4 255 0.17d+0 0.32d-5 0.49d-5
10−8 208 0.86d-1 0.13d-9 0.15d-9
10−7 10−4 165 0.99d-1 0.12d-4 0.12d-4
10−8 184 0.11d-1 0.41d-9 0.58d-9
10−8 10−4 92 0.59d-1 0.61d-5 0.81d-5
10−8 134 0.68d-1 0.65d-6 0.65d-6
Table 3
Results for Twpbvp.f on Problem 1
( Tol N Time Mesh err Max error
10−1 10−4 7 0.17d-2 0.11d-6 0.13d-6
10−8 25 0.10d-3 0.23d-10 0.26d-10
10−2 10−4 20(1) 0.81d-3 0.46d-6 0.57d-6
10−8 68(1) 0.27d-2 0.71d-11 0.71d-11
10−3 10−4 29 0.37d-2 0.10d-5 0.13d-5
10−8 63 0.37d-2 0.62d-11 0.15d-10
10−4 10−4 68(2) 0.66d-2 0.13d-5 0.90d-5
10−8 417 0.10d-1 0.12d-13 0.96d-13
10−5 10−4 56(7) 0.95d-2 0.34d-5 0.32d-4
10−8 975 0.22d-1 0.41d-14 0.90d-11
positioning of the grid points are well known in the literature. Numerical experience indicates that a
seriously inaccurate interpolant is very rarely a problem for nonlinear systems. This is because the
code needs to choose a suitable grid for the Newton iteration scheme to converge and any interpolant
computed on this grid is often satisfactory. However this is not the case for linear systems and we
have encountered several problems where the solutions have the requested accuracy at the grid points
but the interpolant is poor in between. What we are proposing to deal with this problem is in e7ect
an a posteriori error check on our interpolated solutions. We use embedding based on interpolants
of order 4, 6 and 8. We note that the interpolants of orders 4 and 6 are readily available because
they are de0ned in terms of previously computed function values. Using this approach we obtain an
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Table 4
Results for Twpbvp.f on Problem 2
( Tol N Time Mesh err Max error
10−1 10−4 14 0.38d-2 0.20d-7 0.31d-7
10−8 51 0.28d-2 0.19d-9 0.21d-9
10−2 10−4 21 0.67d-2 0.11d-6 0.14d-6
10−8 54 0.87d-2 0.49d-10 0.51d-10
10−3 10−4 38(4) 0.11d-1 0.16d-7 0.16d-6
10−8 117(6) 0.19d-1 0.26d-12 0.35d-12
10−4 10−4 39(6) 0.77d-2 0.35d-7 0.51d-7
10−8 277 0.10d-1 0.59d-11 0.54d-10
Table 5
Results for Lobatr.f on Problem 1
( Tol N Time Mesh err Max error
10−1 10−4 13 0.46d-1 0.11d-6 0.13d-6
10−8 31 0.37d-2 0.17d-10 0.17d-10
10−2 10−4 39 0.18d-2 0.20d-5 0.42d-5
10−8 63 0.86d-2 0.12d-13 0.12d-13
10−3 10−4 95 0.76d-2 0.19d-5 0.38d-5
10−8 179 0.10d-2 0.23d-13 0.29d-13
10−4 10−4 83 0.46d-2 0.19d-5 0.45d-5
10−8 185 0.20d-1 0.41d-13 0.52d-13
10−5 10−4 113 0.76d-2 0.13d-5 0.21d-5
10−8 169 0.21d-1 0.12d-13 0.48d-12
10−6 10−4 269 0.23d-1 0.82d-9 0.93d-9
10−8 177 0.19d-1 0.55d-14 0.86d-10
10−7 10−4 217 0.18d-1 0.80d-7 0.94d-7
10−8 611 0.51d-1 0.24d-12 0.73d-8
10−8 10−4 301 0.23d-1 0.69d-8 0.46d-7
10−8 791 0.73d-1 0.81d-11 0.58d-10
10−9 10−4 833 0.10d-0 0.12d-5 0.19d-5
10−8 471 0.13d+0 0.30d-13 0.36d-11
embedded error estimate at each of the interpolation points. Our numerical experience has indicated
two scenarios which might occur. One is where, for a di4cult singular perturbation problem, the
interpolated solution is close to having the required degree of accuracy. In this case just a few extra
points are added and here the extra work is not normally excessive due to the fact that we have
a good initial approximation to a suitable grid and also to the required solution. The second case
is where we have ‘missed the action’. Here the error test will be more expensive because we will
often not have a suitable grid on which the problem may be resolved but it is vital because it is
in e7ect telling us that we have an incorrect solution in between the mesh points. In Table 7 we
present an example of a problem where the interpolant is uniformly poor although the solution at
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Table 6
Results for Lobatr.f on Problem 2
( Tol N Time Mesh err Max error
10−1 10−4 13 0.50d-2 0.15d-5 0.18d-5
10−8 33 0.50d-2 0.22d-9 0.27d-9
10−2 10−4 41 0.59d-2 0.83d-7 0.93d-7
10−8 61 0.14d-1 0.36d-8 0.11d-7
10−3 10−4 87 0.14d-1 0.42d-6 0.57d-6
10−8 75 0.23d-1 0.84d-10 0.91d-10
10−4 10−4 119 0.29d-2 0.10d-5 0.16d-5
10−8 175 0.39d-2 0.30d-13 0.32d-13
10−5 10−4 837 0.23d-0 0.18d-6 0.20d-6
10−8 223 0.28d-0 0.50d-10 0.53d-10
10−6 10−4 513 0.19d-0 0.13d-6 0.16d-6
10−8 125 0.11d-0 0.31d-10 0.45d-8
10−7 10−4 329 0.13d-0 0.75d-7 0.84d-7
10−8 117 0.14d-0 0.30d-9 0.58d-7
10−8 10−4 181 0.65d-1 0.63d-6 0.73d-6
10−8 95 0.84d-1 0.11d-9 0.53d-6
10−9 10−4 311 0.14d+0 0.10d-5 0.82d-1
Table 7
Results for Lobate.f on Problem 3
( Tol N Time Mesh err Int err Max error
10−1 10−4 13 0.30d-2 0.13d-4 0.11d-4 0.13d-4
10−8 37 0.40d-2 0.324d-9 0.32d-9 0.32d-9
10−2 10−4 25 0.10d-3 0.46d-5 0.23d-1 0.23d-4
10−8 125(2) 0.15d-1 0.87d-8 0.87d-8 0.87d-8
10−3 10−4 49 0.10d-2 0.34d-6 0.36d-1 0.34d-4
10−8 239 0.13d-1 0.12d-8 0.56d-6 0.90d-8
10−4 10−4 77 0.10d-2 0.13d-7 0.54d-2 0.18d-3
10−8 385 0.14d-1 0.88d-10 0.36d-1 0.14d-7
the grid points is acceptable. Our algorithm to estimate the error in the interpolant is as follows: We
obtain an estimate of the error Eji which is de0ned in (4.5) by subtracting the values of the eighth-
and sixth-order interpolants at each of the pji . If this error is larger than the speci0ed tolerance at
a particular pji we add a mesh point at (xi+1 + xi)=2. We do this for all 16 i6N and recompute
the interpolant. Each time that we obtain a new interpolant on a re0ned grid we estimate the error
Eji de0ned in (4.5) and further re0ne the grid as necessary. In this part of the algorithm we alter
the grid choosing routine so that points are never taken out. In Table 7 we see the power of this
approach. In this Table the 0rst 0ve headings are the same as for previous tables. However, in this
table we have the additional heading ‘Int Err’ which is the maximum value of Eji as described by
(4.5). In Table 7 we also give the heading ‘Max Error’ which is the maximum value of Eji after
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the re0ning of the grid based on the interpolation error is done. We can see from Table 7 that we
have encountered the situation where the error is perfectly acceptable at the grid points (denoted by
Mesh Err) but that the error in the interpolant computed at o7 step points (Int Err) is often very
poor. However if we re0ne the grid using an algorithm based on embedded interpolants we see that
the problem disappears and that the error in the interpolant (Max Error) is satisfactory.
Finally in this section we consider the derivation of interpolants for deferred correction formulae
of orders 6 and 8 when applied to the general 0rst order system
y′ = f(x; y; z); (4.6)
z′ = g(x; y; z): (4.7)
Because of the considerable success of our algorithm based on a locally uniform mesh it is natural
to extend this approach to 0rst-order systems of the form (4.6) and (4.7). If we do base our code on
a locally uniform mesh we have available the data (xn; yn; y′n) at three equally spaced points and we
can use this data to obtain a Hermite interpolant of order 6. We give this interpolant in Appendix
C and in this way we satisfy the problem of obtaining a sixth-order interpolant using existing data.
The 0nal outstanding problem now is to derive an order 8 interpolant for (4.6) and (4.7). In order
to do this it is necessary to compute some extra function evaluations. The way in which we will do
this is to compute three additional explicit function evaluations:





where the coe4cients of (4.8) of course depend on ). We then compute
y′n+) = f(xn+); yn+)): (4.9)
Having obtained this value we compute














The coe4cients in (4.10) and (4.11) are chosen so that yn+% and yn+& have an accuracy O(h7).
Finally we de0ne our interpolant as









The coe4cients for these interpolants are given in Appendix C.
We now give some results to show the power of this method. Since we have already given several
tables of numerical results in this paper we will be content with giving just one set of numerical
results namely the application of (4.8)–(4.12) to Problem 3. The results are given in Table 8 and
we again see that the performance of this interpolant is similar to that of previous interpolants in
that the results obtained with the modi0ed interpolant are largely satisfactory.
5. Conclusion
This paper had several goals, all of which we feel have been achieved. The 0rst of these was to
provide a code which was suitable for the solution of sti7 boundary value problems. We achieved
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Table 8
Results for Lobate.f on Problem 1 with (4.8)–(4.12) as interpolant
( Tol N Time Mesh err Int err Max error
10−1 10−4 8(1) 0.16d-1 0.16d-5 0.40d-4 0.40d-4
10−8 27 0.37d-2 0.644d-10 0.54d-8 0.54d-8
10−2 10−4 27 0.17d-2 0.16d-5 0.40d-4 0.40d-4
10−8 57 0.47d-2 0.93d-10 0.49d-8 0.49d-8
10−3 10−4 42 0.47d-2 0.32d-5 0.71d-4 0.71d-4
10−8 79 0.77d-2 0.23d-9 0.90d-8 0.90d-8
10−4 10−4 46 0.64d-2 0.12d-4 0.20d-3 0.11d-3
10−8 92 0.11d-1 0.62d-9 0.81d-7 0.64d-8
10−5 10−4 57 0.75d-2 0.16d-4 0.47d-3 0.74d-4
10−8 84 0.77d-2 0.85d-10 0.45d-8 0.45d-8
10−6 10−4 70 0.87d-2 0.45d-5 0.94d-4 0.94d-4
10−8 93 0.97d-2 0.86d-10 0.53d-8 0.53d-8
10−7 10−4 111 0.13d-1 0.14d-5 0.34d-4 0.34d-4
10−8 158 0.19d-1 0.49d-9 0.11d-7 0.11d-7
10−8 10−4 151 0.15d-1 0.95d-6 0.35d-4 0.34d-4
10−8 408 0.41d-1 0.11d-7 0.37d-4 0.37d-4
this by basing our code on Lobatto rather than MIRK formulae. We considered estimating the error
in the Lobatto code by both embedding and Richardson extrapolation. Our numerical results showed
that there was not a great deal of di7erence in the performance of these two Lobatto codes and so
we have made them both available in [7]. However our results do show clearly that the Lobatto
codes are considerably superior to the MIRK code TWPBVP.f on sti7 problems.
Our next aim was to derive interpolants for general deferred correction formulae. We did this by
using a locally uniform mesh which allowed us to de0ne our interpolant over two adjacent mesh
intervals. We also derived a procedure for special second-order problems which occur widely in
practice and showed how additional e4ciency can be achieved. The results we have presented show
the e7ectiveness of the interpolants. Finally we considered the problem of performing continuous
error estimation and showed that for some problems this was vital if we were to satisfy our accuracy
requirements at o7-step points. This is straightforward on a locally uniform mesh because the required
interpolants are available. Our numerical results again show the power of this approach.
Appendix A. The order 8 interpolant for y′′ = f (x; y; y′)
The order 8 interpolant is given by
yn+t =−(3t2 + 1)(t − 1)3(t + 1)3yn + t3(24t2 − 57t + 35)(t + 1)3yn+1=16
+ t3(24t2 + 57t + 35)(t − 1)3yn−1=16− ht(t − 1)3(t + 1)3y′n
−ht3(t − 1)(9t − 11)(t + 1)3y′n+1=16 + ht3(9t + 11)(t + 1)(t − 1)3y′n−1
−h2t2(t − 1)3(t + 1)3y′′n =2 + h2t3((t − 1)2(t + 1)3y′′n+1 + (t + 1)2(t − 1)3y′′n−1)=16;
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where t is in the interval (−1; 1) and xn − xn−1 = h= xn+1 − xn. We can easily bound the error in








Appendix B. Test problems
The test problems used in Section 4 are described below. The analytic solution for each of the
three problems is known and this allows us to determine the true error in the continuous numerical
solution. Each of the three problems is of second-order singular perturbation type with Dirichlet
boundary conditions and several other test problems of this type can be found in [7]. The problems
were converted to 0rst-order form for the purpose of the numerical tests.
Problem 1 (Hemker [9, p. 14]): The solution has a boundary layer of width O(() at x = 1.
(y′′ − y′ = 0; y(0) = 1; y(1) = 0.
Exact solution is y(x) = (1− exp((x − 1)=())=(1− exp(−1=()).
Problem 2 (Cash and Wright [6]): The solution has a boundary layer of width O(
√
() at x = 0:
(y′′ − y − y2 =−exp(−2x=√(); y(0) = 1; y(1) = exp(−1=√().
Exact solution is y(x) = exp(−x=√().
Problem 3 (Hemker [9, p. 14]): The solution has a boundary layer of width O(
√
() at x= 1. (y′′ −
y =−((2 + 1) cos(x); y(−1) =−1; y(1) = 0.
An O(exp(−2=√()) approximation to the analytic solution is y(x) = cos(x) + exp((x − 1)=√().
Appendix C. Interpolants of orders 6 and 8 for general *rst order systems
The sixth-order interpolant takes the form
yn+) = 14 (1 + 3))()− 1)2()− 2)2yn + ) 2()− 2)2yn+1 − 14 ) 2(3)− 7)()− 1)2yn+2
+ 14 h)()− 1)2()− 2)2y′n + h) 2()− 1)()− 2)2y′n+1
+ 14 h)
2()− 2)()− 1)2y′n+2: (3.1)















(9y′n − 36y′n+1 − 3y′n+2);
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(−150y′n − 750y′n+1 − 20y′n+2 − 1600y′n+));










(−184y′n + 384y′n+1 − 56y′n+2 − 1024y′n+)):
In our computations we have put %= 13 and & =
4
3 .
Finally the eighth-order interpolant takes the form
yn+, =− 132 (−8− 24,− 528,




,2(3,− 2)(9,2 − 24,+ 17)(,− 2)2yn+1
− 1
32
,2(81,3 − 372,2 + 540,− 248)(,− 1)2yn+2
− 1
64
h,(−16− 88,+ 63,2)(,− 1)2(,− 2)2y′n
−1
8




h,2(9,− 13)(,− 2)(,− 1)3y′n+2
−27
40




h,2(−8 + 9,)(,− 1)2(,− 2)2y′n+&:
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